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Short courses and workshops:
a path into data science



Background
§ Ph.D. Computational and Mathematical Engineering

§ Multidisciplinary research: 
§ Geophysics, Data Science, Computer Science

§ Created and taught new short course / workshop
§ Introduction to Machine Learning, for general audiences



ICME short course program

Computing
§ Python

§ R

§ Matlab

§ Advanced Matlab

§ Advanced Julia

§ High Performance Computing

Data Science Fundamentals
§ Machine Learning (ML)

§ Deep Learning

§ Linear Algebra

§ Mathematical Optimization

§ Statistical Data Analysis 

§ Interactive Data Visualization

Workshops and 1-unit courses, created and taught by graduate students



Why short courses for data science fundamentals?

§ Lowers barrier to entry (e.g. time commitment, grading, prerequisites)

§ Stepping stone to more advanced courses (at least 40%)

§Draws on expertise of grad students/postdocs (ECRs)

§ Teaching, course development, leadership experience for ECRs



Machine Learning short course

§Developed and co-taught course (with Alex Ioannidis – population genetics)
§Demand for ML crash course among scientists

§Workshops (x5):  August 2014 – January 2018
§Course (x4):  Academic years 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 



Machine Learning short course

§Open to all disciplines – prerequisites: 
§Undergraduate linear algebra & statistics
§ Basic programming experience (R/Python/Matlab)

§ Follow accessible (and free) textbook by 
Witten et al.: “Introduction to Statistical Learning 
with Applications in R”



ML short course: learning objectives
1) Understand common algorithms and their use-cases
2) Become familiar with ML lingo
3) Learn basic ML workflow, best practices, with hands-on exercise



Strategies for teaching introductory ML
§ Link ML to what students know – e.g. linear regression
§Hands-on practice is essential 
§A little linear algebra and statistics go a long way



Short courses for Geo-Data Science Education

§ Topics relevant to Geoscience:
§ Time series, spatiotemporal data analysis
§ Unsupervised and semi-supervised learning
§ Anomaly detection
§ Inference and interpretability

§Geoscience applications:
§ ML for solving inverse problems
§ ML for building surrogate models

§Geoscience data and libraries


